Processive utilization of the human telomerase template: lack of a requirement for template switching.
The ribonucleoprotein telomerase is a specialized reverse transcriptase minimally composed of an RNA, TER, and a protein catalytic subunit, TERT. The TER and TERT subunits of telomerase associate to form a dimeric enzyme in several organisms, including human. A small portion of TER, the template domain, is used by telomerase for the synthesis of tandem repeats of telomeric DNA. We studied some of the requirements for processive template usage by human telomerase. A blunt-ended duplex DNA primer was not utilized by telomerase. With a duplex telomeric DNA primer, a single-stranded 3' overhang with a minimum length of approximately 6 bases was required for efficient priming activity. Large substitutions in the human TER templating domain did not abolish enzymatic activity, although insertion of two residues into this sequence reduced processivity, as did a template mutation that results in a mismatch between the template region used for copying DNA and the region used for alignment of the substrate primer. Finally, by using a complementary pair of catalytically inactive telomerase RNA pseudoknot mutants in combination with a marked template, we demonstrated that processive synthesis by an obligatory dimer of human telomerase does not require template switching. These results indicate that processive template usage by human telomerase, like that of Tetrahymena telomerase, is strongly dependent on the base identities in the template domain and that a dimeric human telomerase can processively utilize a single template.